Upcoming MAS Refresh for Schedule 03FAC, Facilities Maintenance and Management: Enhancing the Schedule for the ease of ordering, meeting customer needs and adhering to Executive Order 13834, Efficient Federal Operations effective May 2018.

CHANGE DESCRIPTION for SIN 871-205, ENERGY PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES, 871-210, WATER CONSERVATION and 871-211, ENERGY CONSULTING SERVICES.

The General Services Administration (GSA) Federal Acquisition Service (FAS) Heartland Acquisition Center is planning to refresh GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) 03FAC, Facilities Maintenance and Management to incorporate the changes to adhere to Executive Order 13834, Efficient Federal Operations effective May 2018. This update will align the MAS 03FAC solicitation and its contracts with recent policy changes. Please see the “Significant Changes” attachment for an overview of the planned changes.

GSA FAS will host a public webinar to provide interested parties an opportunity to learn about the planned changes and ask related questions. Webinar will be in a listen-only format with the ability for participants to type questions via an online chat function. Webinar information is provided below.

- Date: Monday, March 11, 2019
- Time: 12pm CENTRAL
- Web Meeting Registration Link: meet.google.com/bbr-tmwi-thx
- Dial-in number: US: 505-398-0418 Participant PIN: 575 070#

GSA FAS will issue a bilateral modification to incorporate the planned changes into existing contracts. MAS contractors will have 90 days to accept the mass modification.

DISCLAIMER: GSA FAS is posting this notification of a planned solicitation refresh or mass modification as a courtesy to industry. All comments on the attached DRAFT document must be submitted in the “Comments” section below within ten (10) business days of this posting. Comments provided elsewhere or after 10 business days will not be considered. GSA FAS will consider all relevant comments and make changes to the DRAFT as appropriate, but will not issue a formal response to industry comments or related inquiries. Interested parties should review the final version of the solicitation refresh or mass modification closely for additional changes made to this DRAFT.